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ON ONE TYPE OF COMPACTIFICATION
OF POSITIVE INTEGERS
Milan Pasteka
Abstract.The object of observation is a compact metric ring containing
positive integers as dense subset. It is proved that this ring is isomorphic
with a ring of reminder classes of polyadic integers.
Let N be the set of positive integers. A mapping || · || : N→< 0,∞) will be
called norm if and only if the following conditions are satisfied for a, b ∈ N
||a|| = 0⇔ a = 0,
||a+ b|| ≤ ||a||+ ||b||,
||ab|| ≤ ||b||.
There are various examples of norms on N. One of these is polyadic norm
defined in [N], [N1]. We start by a generalization of polyadic norm. Denote
by a + (m) the arithmetic progression with difference m which contains a.
Instead of 0 + (m) we write only (m).
A subset A ⊂ N we call closed to divisibility or shortly CD - set if and
only if
1 ∈ A,
m ∈ A, d|m⇒ d ∈ A,
m1,m2 ∈ A⇒ [m1,m2] ∈ A, for d,m,m1,m2 ∈ N.
Suppose that A is infinite CD - set and {Bn} is such sequence elements
of A that for every d ∈ A there exists n0 that d|Bn for n > n0. It is easy to
see that the mapping
||a||A =
∞∑
n=1
hn(a)
2n
for a ∈ N where hn(a) = 1 − X(Bn), is a norm. This norm will be called
generalized polyadic norm and the completion with respect the metric given
by this norm will be called the ring of generalized polyadic integers.
If A = N and Bn = n! we get polyadic norm and the completion will be
the ring of polyadic integers. In the case A = {pn;n = 0, ., 2, ..} and Bn = p
n
for given prime p we obtain p - adic norm and the completion will be the
ring of p - adic integers.
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In the following text we shall assume that is given a compact metric space
(Ω, ρ) containing N as dense subset. We suppose that the operations addition
and multiplication on N are continuous and are extended to whole Ω to
continuous operations. Thus (Ω,+, ·) is a topological commutative semiring.
Since Ω is compact we can suppose that there exists an increasing se-
quence of positive integers {xn} convergent to an element of Ω. Put an =
x2n − xn, n = 1, 2, .... Then an ≥ n and
an → 0 (1)
in the topology of Ω.
For β ∈ Ω and bn → β, bn ∈ N we can consider the sequence of positive
integer {akn − bn}, for suitable increasing sequence {kn}, that akn − bn → β
′
where β + β′ = 0. We see that (Ω,+) is a compact group.
Clearly for every m ∈ N there holds cl(r + (m)) = r +mΩ where mΩ is
the principal ideal in the ring (Ω,+, ·) generated by m. This yields
Ω = mΩ ∪ (1 +mΩ) ∪ ... ∪ (m− 1 +mΩ). (2)
Since the divisibility by m in N is not necessary equivalent with divisibility
by m in Ω it is not provided that the last decomposition is disjoint.
Lemma 1. Let m ∈ N is such positive integer that it is also the
minimal generator of the ideal mΩ. Then every positive integer is
divisible by m in N if and only if it is divisible by m in Ω.
Proof. One implication is trivial. Suppose now that some positive integer
a is divisible bym in Ω. Thus a ∈ mΩ. Put d = (a,m) - the greatest common
divisor in N. Then for d = ax+my certain integers x, y. This yields d ∈ mΩ.
We get dΩ = mΩ and the minimality of m implies m = d.
For every n ∈ N we can define g(n) as the minimal positive generator of
nΩ. Put A = {g(n);n ∈ N}.
The set r+mΩ is closed and so from (2) we see that also open, so called
clopen.
It is easy to check that the set A is CD - set.
Let {an} be the sequence of positive integers given in (1). Clearly
∞⋂
n=1
anΩ = {0},
this yields ⋂
m∈A
mΩ = {0}. (3)
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And so we ge that the set A is infinite. Since mΩ is open for m ∈ A equality
(3) implies that for each sequence {αn} there holds
αn → 0⇐⇒ ∀m ∈ A∃n0;n ≥ n0 =⇒ m|αn.
If we define the congruence by the natural manner: α ≡ β (mod γ) if and
only if γ divides α− β, for α, β, γ ∈ Ω, then there holds :
αn → β ⇐⇒ ∀m ∈ A∃n0;n ≥ n0 =⇒ αn ≡ β (mod m).
Thus the convergence can be metrised by the generalized polyadic norm :
Let A = {mn, n = 1, 2, ...} and Mn = [m1, ...,mn], n = 1, 2, ... then
||α||A =
∞∑
n=1
1− XMnΩ(α)
2−n
.
We get
Theorem 1. The metric ρ is equivalent with the metric ρA where
ρA(α, β) = ||α− β||A for α, β ∈ Ω.
And so every set S ⊂ Ω we have
cl(S) =
∞⋂
n=1
(S +MnΩ) (3).
Denote by P the Haar probability measure defined on (Ω,+). For m ∈ A
the decomposition (2) is disjoint and so P (r +mΩ) = 1
m
. If we define the
submeasure ν∗ on the system of subsets of N as ν∗(S) = P (cl(S)) we get
from (3) and upper semicontinuity of measure that for each S
ν∗(S) = lim
n→∞
R(S :Mn)
Mn
where R(S :Mn) the number of elements of S incongruent modulo Mn.
Theorem 2. Let α, β ∈ Ω. There exist α1, β1 ∈ Ω that the element
δ = α1α+ β1β divides α and β.
Proof. Let {an}, {bn} be the sequences of positive integers that an →
α, bn → β. Let dn the greatest common divisor of an, bn, n = 1, 2, .... Then
dn = vnan+unbn for some un, vn - integers. The compactness of Ω provides
that ukn → α1 and vkn → β1 for suitable increasing sequence {kn}. Put δ =
α1α+β1β. We see that dkn → δ. For n = 1, 2, ... we have akn = cndkn . Since
{cn} contains a convergent subsequence we get that δ divides α. Analogously
can be derived that δ divides β.
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The element δ from Theorem 2 will be called the greatest common divisor
of α, β and we shall write δ ∼ (α, β).
Corollary 1. If p ∈ A is a prime then for every α ∈ Ω there holds
p divides α or (α, p) ∼ 1.
Proof. If p does not divide α then α ∈ Ω \ pΩ. Consider a sequence of
positive integers {an} which converges to α. The set Ω \ pΩ is open, thus
we can suppose that (an, p) = 1. This yields ℓnan + snp = 1 for suitable
integers ℓn, sn. Since Ω is compact space there exists an increasing sequence
{kn} that ℓkn → λ, skn → σ. And so λα+ σp = 1.
Analogously can be proved
Corollary 2. An element α ∈ Ω is invertible if and only if (α, p) ∼
1 for every prime p ∈ A.
Lemma 2. Each closed ideal in Ω is principal ideal.
Proof. Let I ⊂ Ω be closed ideal. Let α ∈ I. Denote by Iα he set of all
divisors of α belonging to I. The compactness of Ω yields that Iα is a closed
set. From Lemma 2 we get that α, β ∈ I there exists δ ∈ I that Iδ ⊂ Iα∩ Iβ.
And so by induction can be proved that Iα, α ∈ I is a centered system of
closed sets. Thus its intersection in non empty, it contains some element γ.
Then I = γΩ.
In the sequel we denote Ω the ring of polyadic integers, thus completion of
N with respect to norm || · ||N and we suppose that a infinite CD - set A is
given. The completion of N with respect to norm || · ||A we denote as ΩA.
Lemma 2 provides that ∩a∈AaΩ = αΩ for suitable α ∈ Ω. We prove
Theorem 3. The ring ΩA is isomorphic with the factor ring
Ω/αΩ.
Proof. There holds
If a sequence of positive integers is Cauchy’s with respect to || · ||N then it
is Cauchy’s with respect to || · ||A also.
If {an}, {bn} are sequences of positive integer then |||an − bn|||N → 0 =⇒
|||an − bn|||A → 0.
Therefore we can define a mapping F : Ω→ ΩA in the following way: If
β ∈ Ω, bn → β with respect || · ||N then F (β) is the limit of {bn} with respect
to || · ||A. Clearly F is a surjective morphism with kernel ∩a∈AaΩ and the
assertion follows.
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